
 Q6 (<p>Any other comments?</p>) 

This was a fabulous initiative. It has made a huge difference in accessibility. Must stay.

I like the one way! 

Parking on footpath should be allowed.  Before lockdown parking is way to hard to get as lots of 

customers have informed us

please keep the one way, so much better.

I really liked the one way trial

It's SO much better one way and feels much safer - would vote for keeping this way!

It looks like trucks are easier to manage on Centennial drv now

the one way system is a big improvement to safety, please now extend it to avoid confusion 

We need footpaths and bike tracks!!!!

So pleased you made it one way.  My daughters car was written off by a truck on centennial circuit, near 

McTavish and Stone and Wood by a Williams building supplies vehicle Very upsetting.  It happened 

before you changed it to one way.

Please keep it one

Way, it makes such a difference.

Please extend it the full length of Centennial Circuit, and make the northern intersection at Bayshore 

Drive (next to Byron Gourmet Pies) a roundabout.

I think it is much better. It was either going to have to be  1 way or removing parking from one side. 

Parking seems important so 1 way is a good result. 

Everything feels safer with the one way now.

I think the one way should stay. Its so much better and safer.

A fantastic improvement. The only thing that would make it better is to have parking on one side only.

Definitely keep it one way alot safer and easier 

One way is a great improvement. 

Needs more road markings (arrows) to indicate one way traffic and two way traffic at various 

Traffic flow excellent with the one way trial. Far too narrow for two way traffic with cars parked on both 

sides. Lots of heavy vehicle traffic on the road, much safer going one way.

Please keep it for the love of god 

The one way is very dangerous - pulling out of the Gym on centennial circuit I (not knowing it wasone 

way) turned right and after 50 mtrs drove straight into oncoming traffic. There is no indication at all (other 

than random arrows on the road) that there is no right turn. Please remove the one way. It's dangerous. 

The money and design effort would be better used to reduce the width of Byrons "in town" roads, making 

them one way and safe and adding proper cycle ways.  

make the one way permanent..its  a successful solution

make the trial permanent.. it works well.

Please keep Centennial Circuit one way - it works really well. 

I like the one way. 



LOVE the new changes!!! Makes it so much easier to negotiate without worrying about damaging your 

car when having to pass oncoming traffic. And the design makes it easy to get to any of the streets 

around that part of the A&I Estate. Great job - thank you!


